
SENATE.....No. 43.

The Joint Special Committee, appointed to inquire into the
means of preserving Cape Cod Harbor from being injured by
the drifting of sand, or otherwise; and what measures have
heretofore been taken by the Legislature on this subject; and
whether those measures have accomplished the object that
was intended; and to ascertain if any, what further legisla-
tion is necessary ; ask leave to submit the subjoined

That it appeared in evidence before your committee, that the
danger of damage to said harbor is mostly owing to the unstable
stale of a barren tract of beach or loose sand, about one mile
in length ; and from one-fourth to half a mile in width, and is
bounded on the north by the Atlantic Ocean, and on the south
by the channel of East Harbor. The said tract of beach is all
that prevents the ocean from breaking over into the north-east
part of Cape Cod Harbor.

d his tract consists of loose sand, driven about by every high
wind, and piling it up in heaps like snow-drifts. The wind,
from any point from north-east to north-west, drives the sand
directly from said beach into the channel of East Harbor, and is
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carried by a strong current into the north-east part of Cape Cod
Harbor. The ocean on the north is wasting this narrow beach
away in every storm, and the current in East Harbor chan-
nel undermining and destroying it on the south. The decay of
said beach has been on the increase for several years; it has
narrowed within seven or eight years, by the tide that runs
through East Harbor channel, eight to ten rods; where the
mail stage travelled only one year since, is now the channel,
with six feet of water at low tide, and from twelve to fourteen
feet at high water.

So far as the order refers to what measures are necessary to
be taken for the protection of the harbor, we respectfully recom-
mend the following; to prevent the drifting of the sand, plant
beach grass or shrubs of any kind that will be likely to take
root and grow on that kind of sand. To prevent the decay of
said beach by the channel of East Harbor, either make a breast-
work by driving piles along the edge of the channel, and in this
manner making a breastwork to prevent the current from cutting
away the beach; or building one or more piers to turn the
course of the channel in some other direction. The before-
mentioned tract of loose sand is referred to in the report of
Messrs. Zabdiel Sampson and Nymphas Marston, commission-
ers appointed by the Legislature to examine Cape Cod harbor

in 1525, which said report we have adopted as part of our own,
and is annexed, marked A.

Your committee further report, that Congress have heretofore
appropriated money for the preservation of said beach, and the
Legislature of this State put it under the jurisdiction of the

agents of the United States, authorizing and empowering them
to plant beach grass, and to protect it after it was planted, but
their action failed to prevent the drifting of the sand on this
beach, for the reason it was planted in other places; the state

of the beach having been in such a condition, that it was almost
impossible to keep the road in repair so that the mail might be
carried to Provincetown, a committee of the town of Truro,
called the attention of the Legislature of this Slate to the sub-

ject, and there was a resolve passed, requesting the senators

and representatives from this Commonwealth in the Congress of

the United Slates, to ask an appropriation for this purpose; and
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there was inserted in the general appropriation bill for rivers
and harbors, four thousandJive hundred dollars ; thisbill passed
the House of Representatives, and was laid on the table of the
Senate, on the last night of the last session of Congress. It is
the opinion of your committee, that it is highly important that
said appropriation should be obtained as soon as may be They
therefore recommend the following resolve.

For the Committee,

Z. D. BASSETT, Chairman.
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To His Excellency Levi Lincoln, Governor of the Common-
wealth o f Massachusetts:

The commissioners appointed to examine Cape Cod Harbor,
and estimate the danger of damage to the same, by the drift-
ing of sand or otherwise, the necessity of taking any meas-
ures to prevent such damage, and the probable expense of
effectually securing said harbor, respectfully report: —

That, pursuant to their appointment, they have examined the
shores and lands contiguous and adjacent to the harbor. The
cape, lying on the northerly side of the harbor, consists of sand,
of such exceeding fine particles, that it is movable by the light-
est winds; where it is not confined by beach-grass, shrubs or
trees, it is driven about by the wind, presenting the appearance
of moving waves. The wind, blowing from any point between
north-west and north-east, drives the sand directly towards the
harbor. The trees and brush having been cut down, and the
beach-grass destroyed on the seaward side of the cape, opposite
the harbor on the province lands, the sand has thus become ex-
posed to the wind, and has been driven in great quantities to-

ward the harbor ; the original surface of the ground having been
broken up and removed by the wind, during the last fourteen
years, one-half of a mile in width, and about four and a half
miles in length.

The space, where a few years since, were some of the highest
lands on the cape, covered with trees and bushes, now presents
an extensive waste of undulating sand.

Where the sand has not been removed by the wind, the sur-
face is uneven, nearly covered with hills of conical form, many
of them highly elevated, and of an acclivity nearly perpendicu-
lar ; on these hills, when broken, the wind has great power, and
blows the sand from their summits a great distance, swallowing
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up and destroying every obstruction to its progress. In this

manner, the sand is now approaching the harbor with rapidity,
constantly increasing. During the last twelve months, it has
approached the harbor an average distance of fifty rods, for an
extent of four and a half miles, and unless some measures are
adopted to check its progress, it is evident, the high hills
along the margin of the harbor, will, in a few years, be leveled
by the wind, and the same sand driven on into the harbor,
laying waste in its progress not only the extensive salt works,
but the dwellings of the inhabitants near the same.

The western extremity of the cape will thus become a mere
sand beach, which, exposed as it will be, to the joint action of
the wind and waves, will be liable to constant changes, that
will greatly endanger, if not wholly destroy, the harbor. This
appears evident, by the effect produced by the drifting of sand
on that part of the cape lying north of East Harbor meadows.
There the wind for a great distance has removed all obstruc-
tions to the sand across the cape.

The sand has consequently drifted on and destroyed the
meadows to a considerable extent. It has also blown into the
channel, and, by the current, has been deposited in large quan-
tities, in the northeasterly part of the harbor. There is also
danger of damage to the harbor, by the decay of Long Beach.
This beach is connected with the cape about one half of a mile
east of the race. It extends in a southerly, southeasterly, and
lastly, m an easterly direction, about two and one-half miles,lying in the form of a curve round the westerly part of the har-
bor, and protects it from the westerly gales. The decay of thisbeach is very slow, and the danger of damage to the harborthereby, is not considered imminent. It would be prudent,however, to adopt some measures to prevent further decay!
Such appears to be the danger of damage to Cape Cod harbor,by the drifting of sand on the cape, and the gradual decay ofLong Beach.

In considering the measures necessary to be adopted, to pre-vent such damage, we cannot too strongly recommend suitable
provisions by law, prohibiting at all times, by severe penaltiesneat cattle, horses and sheep, from going at large on the beachand province land; prohibiting, also, the cutting of beach grass
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brush and woods, and the pulling up of roots, of shrubs, trees
and beach grass, and carrying away the same therefrom.

The cultivation of beach grass is recommended as the best,
if not the only effectual measure that can be adopted to prevent
the drifting of the sand. The inhabitants of Provincetown have
adopted it, to prevent the drifting of sand on their dwellings,
and it has been effectual. It is therefore recommended to set
out the grass, near high water mark, on the south side of the
inlet, which makes in from the race, and to set it over a space
ten rods in width, extending easterly in about four and a half
miles, which will embrace the extent of the cape whereon the
sand, by drifting, directly approaches the harbor.

For the preservation of Long Beach, we would recommend
the setting out of beach grass on the lowest part, above high
water mark, where there may be sand sufficient for its growth.
On the greater part of the beach the grass is now well rooted,
and by keeping the cattle off, it will spread, and be sufficient for
the safety of the beach. There are places where the tide has
occasionally flowed over it, and where beach grass cannot be
cultivated. In such places, something should be done, that will
be effectual to collect and retain the shifting sands, and thereby
raise the surface of the beach.

For this purpose we would recommend the erection of two
parallel bush fences about eight feet apart, on all those places
where the tide has, at any time, flowed quite over the beach.
These should be made with post and rails, with brushes closely
interwoven, and the space between the fences partially filled
with sea-weed or other light substances. This method we feel
justified in recommending, as we are informed it was adopted
and found effectual for the repair and preservation of Duxbttry
beach, over which the sea made a breach a few years since, and
which is as much exposed to the violence of the sea as Long
Beach. It has also been adopted with like good effect in some
other cases.

A double fence of the above kind, about one hundred and
sixty rods in length, will be necessary to extend over all those

parts of the beach which requires elevating; and on the sand,
which may be thereby accumulated, it will be necessary here-
after, to set out beach grass, to retain the sand when the ma-
terials of the fence shall have decayed.
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The expense of securing the harbor, in the manner above
stated, may be estimated as follows:
Setting out beach grass on the cape, - $3,000

“ same on Long Beach, 200
Making a double brush fence, one hundred and sixty

rods on Long Beach, $2 50 per rod, ... 400

Total estimated cost, - $3,600

All which is respectfully submitted.

Signed. ZABDIEL SAMPSON,
NYMPHAS MARSTON,

Commissioners.
June, 1825.

A true copy.
Attest: EDWARD D, BANGS, Secretary.
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RESOLVE

In relation to the Protection of Cape Cod Harbor.

Resolved,
That the senators from this Commonwealth, in the

Congress of the United States, be instructed, and the represen-
tives be requested to use their influence in endeavoring to pro-
cure an appropriation for the purpose of preventing the destruc-
tion of Cafe Cod Harbor, in this State.

Resolved , That his Excellency the Governor be, and he is

hereby requested to transmit to each of the senators and repre-
sentatives of this Commonwealth in Congress, a copy of the

foregoing resolution, and also the report of the committee of the

Legislature appointed to investigate that subject.

Common to caltlj of iHassadjuscttss.

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Fifty-Two.


